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Mr Koulouris Mr Tsaxirlis BALLS : 12 TRAFFIC CONES : NO SPEED RINGS: NO MARKERS CONES: ALL

TRAINING BIBS 4 RED 4 BLUE

Reaction Speed

Attacking Orientation Reaction Speed

Attacking Orientation Reaction Speed

TRAINING / DATE

TEAM (AGE GROUP)

COACH / ASSISTANT

 U8-U9

WARMING UP / PART 1 - TARGET INTRODUCTION

MAIN TACTICAL OBJECTIVE 

(OPTIONAL)

MENTAL & OTHER OBJECTIVES

TECHNICAL DETAIL - HABIT

DURATION: 20 ' (10' + 10')

1.DESCRIPTION: Delimit space and give each player a ball. The players driving the ball and at the 

same time have their head held high because the coach periodically raises the saucer and the 

players must say the colour that will be raised.

GRAPHICS

MAIN TECHNICAL OBJECTIVE

Driving with low frequency of touches

TACTICAL DETAILS - HABITS

18:00-19:15 / (80')

PRESENCES / ABSENCES : 12 / 2

EQUIPMENT

TRAINING SESSION - Utilizing empty space for fast 

driving

TIME / DURATION

RULES-RESTRICTIONS-POINTS: The crossing of the door-line is done with the ball on the feet and not by 

kicking it and running away. Only 1 can enter the area (+1 opponent) after a dribble.

PART 3 - REALISTIC OBJECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION

RULES-RESTRICTIONS-POINTS: The holder of the ball if he manages to cross the midfield has already 

got 1 point and in case he passes one of the 2 doors he gets another 1. The defender gets 2 points if 

he passes a door opposite.

1.DESCRIPTION: Delimit 2 identical spaces (6 + 6 players) and separate 2 teams facing each other. 

The balls are on one side. The pairs start with the goal of the ball holder crossing the midfield from 

anywhere. The defender intends to run and not allow the defender to succeed.

RULES-RESTRICTIONS-POINTS: If the ball holder manages to pass he gets 1 point and returns to a 

teammate. If the defender marks him in his own half and passes to his own teammate then the 

possession of the ball changes.

RULES-RESTRICTIONS-POINTS: Players are prohibited (negative points) from going out or crashing. 

Bonus point to the one who shouts the colour first.

PART 2 - OBJECTIVITY REPEATABILITY

Drive the ball

Driving with low frequency of touches

Title 1 Title 2

Title 1 Title 2

Title 1 Title 2

GRAPHICS

GRAPHICS

Free game without restrictions, 

points and rules

6v6 game for fast driving for 

line or door penetration

Competitive speed ball game
Driving and controlling the 

ball in a limited space

Fast driving and line 

penetration (1v1)

Fast driving and door 

penetration (1v1)

MAIN TECHNICAL OBJECTIVE

DESCRIPTION - RULES - POINTS

MENTAL & OTHER OBJECTIVES

DURATION : 30 ' (10' +20')

TECHNICAL DETAIL - HABIT

DESCRIPTION - RULES - POINTS

2.DESCRIPTION: Delimit 2 identical spaces and divide 2 teams (1st half gets a ball by one team). The 

first pair starts with the player taking the ball aiming to cross the midfield and pass through one of the 

2 doors. The defender has the same goal if he recovers the ball.

Drive the ball

TACTICAL DETAILS - HABITS
Reading the game and taking advantage of empty 

space for fast driving

TACTICAL DETAILS - HABITS
Reading the game and taking advantage of empty 

space for fast driving

DURATION : 20 ' (10' +10')

MENTAL & OTHER OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTION - RULES - POINTS

TECHNICAL DETAIL - HABIT

MAIN TACTICAL OBJECTIVE 

(OPTIONAL)

2.DESCRIPTION : We have free play without pauses and instructions.With GK

RULES-RESTRICTIONS-POINTS: The side out is done on foot. Corner only after a close pass or direct 

drive selection.

1.DESCRIPTION: We have a 6v6 game with the goal of one team penetrating one of the 2 big gates 

only with driving, and the other team achieving a goal only after driving and shooting through the 

large area. There is no GK. In half (7 minutes) the teams change sides and goals.

MAIN TACTICAL OBJECTIVE 

(OPTIONAL)

MAIN TECHNICAL OBJECTIVE

Driving with low frequency of touches

Drive the ball

 2.DESCRIPTION: Ball races. Divide 3 groups next to each other. The first from each team starts with 

the aim of driving to the front door with the aim of passing through it and returning the ball back to 

start the next one.

RULES-RESTRICTIONS-POINTS: Mandatory 3 contacts and less than 10 up to the door. If one does not 

go through the door, one starts again from the beginning.




